
Collaboration Rubric 
Not Done/Inadequate   0 points 

None of the “Meets Requirements” accomplished or response 
appear as essentially non-responsive. 

Insufficient    1 point 
One or two items from “Meets Requirements” accomplished. 

Meets Requirement   2 points 
All three items listed accomplished. 

Exceeds Requirement   3 points 
All three “Meets Requirements” achieved with evident 
additional attention and/or thinking. 

 
  



 
Concept Model  
Responses to questions  Complete answers. 

 Correct grammar. 
 Speaks-to the questions. 

Response to diagrams  Attempt made at four diagrams. 
 Attempt made at all seven diagrams. 
 Meaningful descriptions provided. 

Response to math-graphs  Attempt made at math-graphs. 
 Attempt made at all math-graphs. 
 Meaningful descriptions provided Sketch of Poster  Attempt made at poster draft. 
 Includes meaningful idea drawn from the topic 
 Includes placement of some components from assignment (graphs, diagrams) Logical Model  

Text   Attempted detail two sections. 
 Attempted detail three sections. 
 Reasonable content speaks to the questions. 

Diagrams  Attempted sketch four diagrams. 
 Attempted sketch seven diagrams. 
 Reasonably applicable to topic. 

Math-graphs  Attempted two graphs. 
 Attempted three graphs. 
 Reasonably applicable to topic 

Poster draft  Completed draft 
 Includes placement of diagrams 
 Includes placement of graphs. Physical Model  

Text   Has at least 100 words. 
 Has at least 200 words good grammar. 
 Speaks to the three questions reasonably well. 

Diagrams  Three diagrams completed with explanation. 
 Five diagrams completed with explanation 
 Reasonably complement the text with applicability to the topic 

Math-graphs  One graph completed with explanation. 
 Three graphs completed with explanation 
 Reasonably complement the text with applicability to the topic 

Poster Aesthetic  Completed with reasonable care 
 Includes color 
 Includes components from the assignment. Collaboration  

Interpersonal communication 
 Communication existed between team members. 
 Communication about the project existed between team members. 
 Communication was generally limited to and focused upon the assignment. 

Conflict resolution  Any conflicts that arose were addressed with only minimal instructor intervention 
 Conflicts were limited to the project itself. 
 Conflicts were never bullying. 

Task mgt.  Division of responsibility was made clear 
 Each individual contributed to the project. 
 Each individual had opportunity for input on the deliverables.  


